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Show mobile message Show all notes Hide all notes Mobile message You appear to be on a device with a narrow screen width (i.e. you're probably on a mobile phone). Thanks to the nature of mathematics on this site, the best views in landscape mode. If your device isn't in landscape mode, many equations will work on
the side of your device (should be able to scroll to see them), and some menu items will be cut off because of the narrow width of the screen. Here's a list of cribs and tables I've written. All cribs come in two variants. Full-scale version and reduced version. The smaller version contains all the information that the full-size
version does, except that each page from the full-size version has been reduced so that each page of the reduced version is two pages from the full version. With the exception of the full Calculus cheat sheet and the integrals cheat sheet, all abbreviated versions will be placed on a single sheet of paper. All these are
PDFs, and so you'll need Adobe Viewer to view them. You can download the latest version here. If you want to link to any of these files, a URL is also provided for each file. Algebra Cheat Sheet – This is as much a common algebra of facts, properties, formulas, and functions that I could think of. There is also a page of
common algebra errors included. Currently, the full version of the cheat sheet is 4 pages long. Full version: reduced version: Trig Cheat Sheet – Here is a set of common facts, properties and formulas trig. Also included is a circle of units (fully filled). It is currently a 4-page cheat sheet for a long time. Full version :
Version: Full Calculus Cheat Sheet – This contains general facts, definitions, properties of restrictions, derivatives and integrals. Most of the information here is usually taught in calculus I course, although there is some information that is usually taught in the Calculus II course included as well. The full-size version is 11
pages. Full version: reduced version: Calculus Cheat Sheet - This is the limit of the full Calculus cheat sheet part. The full-size version is 2 pages. Full version: reduced version: Calculus Cheat Sheet derivatives - This is the derivative part of the full Calculus cheat sheet. The full-size version is 4 pages. Full version:
reduced version: calculus cheat sheet - This is an integral part Full Calculus cheat sheet. The full-gamous version is 5 pages. Full version: Minimized version: Common Derivatives and Integrals – Here's a set of generic derivatives and integrals used by several regularly in the Calculus I or Calculus II class. Reminders of
several integration methods are also included. It is currently a 4-page cheat sheet for a long time. Full version: a smaller version: Table transforms Laplas - Here's a list of transforms Laplas for a class of dedicial equations. These tables contain many commonly used Laplace conversions and formulas. Currently, this table

is 2 pages long. However, the table itself is only the first page of the file. The second page is just a set of facts about some records in the table. Full version: this is the total content for vector pages associated with the object. There are separate pages of content for mathematical 254 and mathematical 255. Web Tutorial
Project [Sequence and Series Home] [Vector Calculus Home] [Math 254 Home] [Math 255 Home] [ODE Home] Copyright © 1996 Department of Mathematics, University of Oregon If you have questions or comments, don't know to contact us. This page has been available once since October 24, 1996. 0 avaliações0%
considerars este documento útil (0 voto)746 visualsasoe1 páginaVoltar para o topoSobreSuporteAjuda / FAQAcessibilidadeAjuda de compraAdChoicesEditorasLegalTermosPrivacidadeDireitos autorais Show mobile message Show all notes Hide all notes Mobile message you seem to have on a device with a narrow
screen width (i.e. you, probably on a mobile phone). Thanks to the nature of mathematics on this site, the best views in landscape mode. If your device isn't in landscape mode, many equations will work on the side of your device (should be able to scroll to see them), and some menu items will be cut off because of the
narrow width of the screen. Welcome to my online tutorials on mathematics and notes. The purpose of this site is to provide a complete set of free online (and downloadable) notes and/or tutorials for classes I teach at Lamar University. I tried to write notes / tutorials in such a way that they should be available to those
who want to study this topic, regardless of whether you are in my classes or not. In other words, they don't suggest that you have any prior knowledge other than the standard set of required materials required for this class. In other words, it is assumed that you know Algebra and Trig before you read The Calculus I
notes, know Calculus I before reading calculus II notes, etc. assumptions about your background, which I made, are given with each description below. I would like to Shane F, Fred J., Mike K. and David AA all the typo they found and sent my way! I tried proof to read these pages and catch as many typos as I could,
however it's just not possible to catch all of them when you're also the person who wrote the material. Fred, Mike and David caught quite a few typos that I missed and it was nice enough to send them my way. Thanks again Fred, Mike and David! If you are one of my current students and here looking for homework I
have a set of links that will come to you on the correct pages listed here. I have now received notes/tutorials for my Algebra (Math 1314), Calculus I (Math 2413), Calculus II (Math 2414), Calculus III (Math 3435) and Differential Equations (Math 3301) class online. I also have several review/additional services available as
well. Among the reviews/extras I have are an Algebra/Trig review for my Calculus students, a primer of a complex number, a set of common math errors and some math study tips. I've made most of the pages on this site available for download as well. These downloadable versions are in PDF format. Each topic on this
site is available as a full download, and in the case of very large documents I have also divided them into smaller parts that mostly correspond to each of the individual themes. To get a downloadable version of any theme, go to this theme, and then in the Download menu you will be given the opportunity to download the
theme. Here is a complete list of all the items currently available on this site, as well as short descriptions of each one. Read letters &amp;amp; Algebra Crib Tables – These are as many common algebra facts, properties, formulas, and functions that I could think of. There is also a page of common algebra errors
included. There are two versions of the cheat sheet available. One is full size and is currently four pages long. Another version is a smaller version that contains exactly the same information as the full version, except that it has just been scaled down, so two pages are printed in front and two pages are printed on the
back sheet of the same sheet of paper. Trig Cheat Sheets – Here is a set of common facts, properties and formulas. Also included is a circle of units (fully filled). There are two versions of the cheat sheet available. One is full size and is currently four pages long. Another version is a smaller version that contains exactly
the same information as the full version, except that it has just been scaled down, so two pages are printed in front and two pages are printed on the back sheet of the same sheet of paper. Calculus Cheat Letters – This is a series of Calculus Cheat letters that covers much of the standard Calculus I of course and a few
themes from the Calculus II course. There are four different cribs here. One contains all the information, one has only limitations of information, one has only derivative information and the latter has only integrals of information. Each cheat sheet comes in two versions. One that has a complete which has been truncated,
with exactly the same information as the full-size version that prints two pages on the front and/or the back of each page of paper. Common Derivatives and Integrales – Here's a set of common derivatives and integrals used by several regularly in the Calculus I or Calculus II class. Reminders of several integration
methods are also included. Here are two versions of the cheat sheet available. One is full size and is currently four pages long. Another version is a smaller version that contains exactly the same information as the full version, except that it has just been scaled down, so two pages are printed in front and two pages are
printed on the back sheet of the same sheet of paper. Table transforms Laplas - Here's a list of transforms Laplas for a class of deferential equations. This table gives many of the commonly used transforms of Laplas and formulas. It is currently two pages long with the front page being transformed by Laplace, and the
second by some information/facts about some entries. Class Notes All classes, with the exception of differential equations, have practical problems (with solutions) that can be used for practice, as well as a set of problems with appointments (without solutions/answers) for instructors to use if they wish. Algebra
(Mathematics 1314) [Notes] [Practical Problems] [Destination Problems] - Topics Included in This Set of Notes/Textbook: Previous - Exhibitors Properties, Rational Exhibitors, Negative exhibitors, radicals, polynomials, factoring, rational expressions, complex numbers that solve equations and irregularities - linear
equations, quadratic equations, completion of quadratic, quadratic formula, application of linear and quadratic equations reproduced to quadratic shape, equations with radicals, linear irregularities, polynomial and rational irregularities, absolute values Graphics and functions - Graph of lines, circles and part functions,
Function definition, Feature designation, Composition of functions, Inverse function. General graphs - Parabola, Ellipse, Hyperbole, Absolute Value, Square Root, Constant Function, Rational Functions, Shifts, Reflection, Symmetry. Polynomial functions - Division of polynomials, zeros / roots of polynomials, search for
zeros of polynomials, polynomial graphs, partial fractions. Exponential and logarithm functions - Exponential functions, functions of logarithm, solution of exponential functions, solving functions of logarithm, applications. Equation systems - replacement method, elimination method, supplemented matrix, nonlinear
systems. Algebra notes / tutorial suggest that you had some influence on the basics of Algebra. In particular, it is assumed that exhibitors and factoring sections will be more peer-reviewed for you. In addition, it is assumed that you have seen the basics of the equation graph. The graph of specific types of equations was
widely covered in the notes, however, it is assumed that you understand the basic coordinate system and how point of the plot. Calculus I (Mathematics 2413) [Notes] [Practical Problems] [Destination Issues] - Topics included in this set of notes/textbook: Algebra/Trig Review - Trig functions and equations, exponential
functions and equations, functions and equations logarithm. Boundaries - concepts, definitions, calculations, unilateral limitations, continuity, limits associated with infinity, derivatives of L'Hospitals rules - definitions, interpretations, derivative formulas, nutrition rule, product rule, quotient rule, chain rule, higher-order
derivatives, iquident differentiation, logarithmic differentiation, derivatives of Trig functions, exponential functions, logarithm functions, inverse trig function and hyperbolic three functions. Application of derivative tools - Related rates, critical points, minimum and maximum values, increase/decrease of functions, inflection
point, concavity, optimization integration - definition, uncertain integrates, certain integrates, replacement rule, evaluation of defined integrates, fundamental theorem of application of objects - average value of function, area between curves, solids of revolution, work. Calculus I note / tutorial suggest that you have a
working knowledge of Algebra and Trig. There is some overview of a couple of Algebra and Triga themes, but for the most part it is assumed that you have a decent background in Algebra and Trig. These notes do not suggest prior knowledge of Calculus. Calculus II (Mathematics 2414) [Notes] [Practical Problems]
[Assignment Issues] - Themes, included in this set of notes/textbook: Integration methods – Integration in parts, integrals that include Trig functions, Trig replacements, partial fraction integration, integrated materials that include roots, integrals involving quadradials, integration strategy, integrated computers, comparison
test for incorrect integrals, and approximation of defined integrals. Application of integrals - Arc length, Surface area, Mass center/ Centroid, Hydrostatic pressure and strength, Probability. Perceptive equations and polar coordinates - Percepical equations and curves, Calculus with parameters equations (tangents, areas,
arc length and surface area), polar coordinates, calculus with polar coordinates (tangents, areas, arc length and surface area). Sequences and rows - Sequences, Series, Convergenation/Divergence Series, Absolute Series, Gamer Test, Comparison Test, Constraint Test, Series Alternation Test, Test Ratio, Root Test,
Series Value Score, Power Series, Taylor Series, Binomial Series Vectors - Basics, Magnitude, Vector Unit, arithmetic, product point, cross-product, projection Three-dimensional coordinate system - line equations, plane equations, quadratic surfaces, functions of multiple variables, vector functions, boundaries,
derivatives and vector functions, tangent vectors, normal vectors, binormal vectors, criviance, cylindrical coordinates, spherical coordinates Calculia II notes / tutorial calculus I knowledge, including restrictions, derivatives and integration (to basic replacement). It is also assumed that you have a pretty good knowledge of
Trig. Several topics rely heavily on trig and knowledge of trig functions. Calculus III (Mathematics 3435) [Notes] [Practical Problems] [Destination Issues] - Topics Included in This Note Set/Tutorial: 3D Coordinate System - Equation Lines, Equations of planes, quadratic surfaces, functions of several variables, vector
functions, boundaries, derivatives and vector functions, tangent vectors, normal vectors, binormal vectors, kryvyta, cylindrical coordinates, spherical coordinates Partial derivatives - boundaries, partial derivatives, partial derivatives of higher order, different, chain rule, derivative guides, Gradient. Application of partial
derivatives - Tangent plane, Normal line, Relative Estrema, Absolute Estréma, Optimization, Lagrange Multipliers. Several integrals - iterated integrales, double integrals, double integrals in polar coordinates, triple integrals, triple in cylindrical coordinates, triple in-sphere coordinates, variable changes, surface area.
Linear integrals - vector fields, linear integrals in relation to the length of the arc, linear integrals in relation to x and y, linear integrains of vector fields, fundamental theorem of linear integrales, conservative vector fields, potential functions, green theorem, curl, divergent. Surface entegrants - Parameters surfaces, surface
entegrants, surface integrates of vector fields, Stokes theorem, divergence theorem. Calculus III notes / tutorial suggest that you have working knowledge of Calculus I, including boundaries, derivatives and integration. He also suggests that the reader has a good knowledge of several Calculus II themes, including some
integration techniques, tertic equations, vectors and knowledge of 3D space. Differential Equations (Math 3301) [Notes] - Themes included in this set of notes/textbook: The first order of differential equations - linear equations, separate equations, exact equations, equiliquilient solutions, simulation problems. Differential
equations of the second order - homogeneous and heterogeneous differential equations of the second order, a fundamental set of solutions, uncertain coefficients, change of parameters, mechanical vibrations laplace Transforms - definitions, inverse transformations, step functions, heavy functions, Dirac-Delta function,
IVP solution, heterogeneous IVP, nonconstantive IVP coefficients, Convolution Integral. Systems of differential equations - Matrix shape, Eigenvalues/Eigenvectors, Phase plane, Heterogeneous systems, Transforming Laplas. Series of solutions - Series of solutions, Eiler deferential equations. Equations of higher order nth order of equations, Uncertain coefficients, Variation of parameters, 3 x 3 systems of deferencial equations. Problems with the threshold and fourie series – threshold Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions, Orthogenal Functions, Fourie Seine Series, Fourie Kosin Series, Fourie series. Partial deferencial equations - heat
equations, wave equations, Laplas equations, separation of variables. These notes do not provide preliminary knowledge of the dedyference equation. However, a good understanding of Calculus is needed. This includes working knowledge of differentiation and integration. &amp;Reviews Extras Algebra/Trig Review –
This is an Algebra Review and Trig Review that was originally written for my Calculus I students. It is still focused mainly on Calculus students with occasional comments on how the topic will be used in the Calculus class. However, anyone who needs to view some basic algebra, trig, exponential functions and logarithms
should find usage information. Not all topics covered in algebra or Triga's class are addressed in this review. I mostly covered topics that are of particular importance to students in the Calculus class. I've included several topics that are not that important to the Calculus class, but students seem to have trouble on
occasion. As time allows I will add more partitions as well. Overview as a set of problems with the first solution, which contains detailed information about how to work with this type of problem. Later solutions are usually not as detailed, but may contain more/new information as needed. Primer of a complex number - This
is a brief introduction to some basic ideas related to complex numbers. These topics are a brief overview of arithmetic with complex numbers, complex conyugat, module, polar and exponential shape and computing capacity and roots of complex numbers. Note that this primer assumes that you have at least seen some
complex numbers before reading. The purpose of this document is to go a little beyond what most people see when the first ones are introduced into complex figures in, say, an Algebra college class. In addition, this document is in no way intended to be a complete picture of complex numbers, nor do I cover all the
concepts involved (it's a whole class in itself). Common Mathematical Errors – As with the Algebra/Trig review, this was originally written for my Calculus I class. The other four sections are more common mistakes or cover algebra and Triga errors. There are some calculus examples in the first four sections, but in all
these cases I also tried to provide non-Calculus examples as well. This part of the site should be of interest to anyone looking for common mathematical errors. If you are not in the Calculus class or have not taken Calculus you should just ignore the last partition. How to study mathematics – This is a short section with
some tips on how best to study mathematics. Mathematics.
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